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Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry

1999

a subject based collection of titles on organic chemistry and biochemistry
available in full text

Advances in Carbohydrate Chemistry and
Biochemistry

2020-09-29

advances in carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry volume 77 the latest
release in this ongoing series highlights new advances in the field with this
new volume presenting interesting chapters on temporary ether protecting
groups at the anomeric center in complex carbohydrate synthesis and
mucopolysaccharidosis type ii hunter syndrome clinical and biochemical
aspects of the disease and approaches to its diagnosis and treatment features
contributions from leading authorities and industry experts who specialize in
carbohydrate chemistry biochemistry and research integrates the industrial
analytical and technological aspects of biochemistry organic chemistry and
instrumentation methodology in the study of carbohydrates informs and
updates on all the latest developments in the field

Chemical Technology

2015-03-02

this collection presents a broad spectrum of chapters in the various branches
of industrial chemistry biochemistry and materials science which
demonstrate key developments in these rapidly changing fields this book
offers a valuable overview and myriad details on current chemical processes



products and practices the book serves a spectrum of individuals from those
who are directly involved in the chemical industry to others in related
industries and activities it provides not only the underlying science and
technology for important industry sectors but also provides broad coverage of
critical supporting topics this new book serves as a collection of chapters that
highlights some important areas of current interest in industrial chemistry
biochemistry and materials science focuses on topics with more advanced
methods emphasizes precise mathematical development and actual
experimental details analyzes theories to formulate and prove the
physicochemical principles provides an up to date and thorough exposition of
the present state of the art of complex materials familiarizes the reader with
new aspects of the techniques used in the examination of polymers including
chemical physicochemical and purely physical methods of examination
describes the types of techniques now available to the chemist and technician
and discusses their capabilities limitations and applications

Metal-Ligand Interactions in Organic Chemistry
and Biochemistry

2013-11-09

the 9th jerusalem symposium was dedicated to the memory of professor ernst
david bergmann an imposing and deeply moving memorial session chaired
by professor ephraim katzir the president of the state of isƯ rael and a close
friend of professor bergmann preceded the symposium itself during this
session professor bergmann s personality scienƯ tific achievements and
contributions to the development of his country were described and praised
besides president katzir by professor a dvoretzky president of the israel
academy of sciences and humanities professor d ginsburg dean of the israel
institute of technology in haifa and the author of these lines may i just quote
short extracts from these speeches president katzir as we open this ninth in
the series of symposia initiated in 1967 it is difficult for me as i am sure for



many of ernst bergmann s friends co workers and students to be here
without him he was not only a great scientist and a beloved teacher he was
one of the most important founders of science in this country to him we owe
many institutes and the establishment here of many branches of science
professor dvoretzky ernst bergmann s greatness did not stem from one
component overshadowing all the others it was a multifaceted greatƯ ness
consisting of the harmonious co lescing of seemingly contrasting entities into
a wonderful unity

Fundamentals of General, Organic, and Biological
Chemistry

2010

for two semester three quarter courses in general organic and biological
chemistry primarily taken by allied health majors also suitable for one
semester courses with a comprehensive approach this best selling text bears
the hallmark of all john mcmurry s books on style it is concise and avoids the
wordiness of most gob texts on substance it is unusual in its balance of
chemical concepts to explain the quantitative aspects of chemistry and
provides greater depth of insight into the theoretical chemical principles this
makes for a wider spectrum of the different angles from which to view
chemistry and thus captures a greater number of students who can
successfully learn from the book demanding yet logical it also sets itself apart
by requiring students to master concepts before they can move on to the
next chapter

Introduction to General, Organic, and Biochemistry

2014-01-15

the most comprehensive book available on the subject introduction to general



organic and biochemistry 11th edition continues its tradition of fostering the
development of problem solving skills featuring numerous examples and
coverage of current applications skillfully anticipating areas of difficulty and
pacing the material accordingly this readable work provides clear and logical
explanations of chemical concepts as well as the right mix of general
chemistry organic chemistry and biochemistry an emphasis on real world
topics lets readers clearly see how the chemistry will apply to their career

The Chemistry of Life

1970-04

this assembly of lectures should appeal to anyone with an interest in the
history of science and the nature of living things seven of the eight lectures
are by eminent biochemists and describe the development of their own
subject from the inside the eighth is a more general one

The Carbohydrates

2012-12-02

the carbohydrates chemistry biochemistry physiology is a 15 chapter text
that covers the significant developments in the biochemical and physiological
aspects of the carbohydrates the first two chapters explore the structure
stereochemistry occurrence properties and synthesis of monosaccharides
considerable chapters are devoted to the chemical aspects of various classes of
carbohydrates including esters glycosides acetals polyols acidic carbohydrates
ethers nitrogenous derivatives oligosaccharides polysaccharides and
glycosidases the discussion then shifts to the qualitative and quantitative
determination of carbohydrates as well as their photosynthesis and
metabolism the final chapters focus on the important role of carbohydrates in
nutrition and in dental aspects this work will be of value to chemists
biochemists industrialists biologists histochemists students and medical and



dental research workers

From Medical Chemistry to Biochemistry

1982-05-31

this penetrating case study of institution building and entrepreneurship in
science shows how a minor medical speciality evolved into a large and
powerful academic discipline drawing extensively on little used archival
sources the author analyses in detail how biomedical science became a central
part of medical training and practice the book shows how biochemistry was
defined as a distinct discipline by the programmatic vision of individual
biochemists and of patrons and competitors in related disciplines it shows how
discipline builders used research programmes as strategies that they adapted
to the opportunities offered by changing educational markets and national
medical reform movements in the united states britain and germany the
author argues that the priorities and styles of various departments and schools
of biochemistry reflect systematic social relationships between that discipline
and biology chemistry and medicine science is shaped by its service roles in
particular local contexts this is the central theme the author s view of the
political economy of modern science will be of interest to historians and social
scientists scientific and medical practitioners and anyone interested in the
ecology of knowledge in scientific institutions and professions

Radical and Radical Ion Reactivity in Nucleic Acid
Chemistry

2009-09-22

comprehensive coverage of radical reactive intermediates in nucleic acid
chemistry and biochemistry the wiley series on reactive intermediates in
chemistry and biology investigates reactive intermediates from the broadest



possible range of disciplines the contributions in each volume offer readers
fresh insights into the latest findings emerging applications and ongoing
research in the field from a diverse perspective the chemistry and
biochemistry of reactive intermediates is central to organic chemistry and
biochemistry and underlies a significant portion of modern synthetic
chemistry radical and radical ion reactivity in nucleic acid chemistry
provides the only comprehensive review of the chemistry and biochemistry
of nucleic acid radical intermediates with contributions by world leaders in
the field the text covers a broad range of topics including a discussion of the
relevant theory ionization of dna nucleic acid sugar radicals halopyrimidines
oxidative reductive and low energy electron transfer electron affinity
sensitizers photochemical generative of reactive oxygen species reactive
nitrogen species enediyne rearrangements phenoxyl radicals a unique
compilation on the cutting edge of our understanding radical and radical ion
reactivity in nucleic acid chemistry provides an unparalleled resource to
student and professional researchers in such fields as organic chemistry
biochemistry molecular biology and physical chemistry as well as the
industries associated with these disciplines

Lipids

1986-03-31

abstract an advanced college text for graduate and postdoctural students in
health sciences covers most aspects of lipids ranging from their physical and
chemical properties through their biochemical and metabolic pathways to
their role in nutrition the 19 text chapters cover the definition and solubility
of lipids fatty acid characteristics and properties structures crystals films and
soaps peroxidation catabolism and biosynthesis and essential unsaturated fatty
acids prostaglandins thromboxanes and prostacyclin eicosanoids the in vivo
digestion absorption transport and metabolism of lipids triacylglycerol
metabolism and adipose tissue metabolism the biosynthesis of cholesterol and



related lipids the structure and properties of amphiphilic lipids
phosphoglyceride and sphingolipid metabolism and the nutritional value of
lipids references are given at the end of each chapter and numerous
structures reactions and mechanisms are presented throughout the text

Handbook of Chemistry, Biochemistry and Biology

2010

the majority of chapters in this book were written by scientists of n m
emanuel institute of biochemical physics ibchph of russian academy of
sciences prof n m emanuel was one of the founders of biochemical physics a
part of natural science this science borders on the line of physics chemistry
and biology with integration of mathematics and with practical applications in
medicine and agriculture the book is devoted to these topics the time has
come to show the scientific community world wide what russian scientists
have recently done in this area six chapters of this volume have information
about hydrogels in endovascular embolisation special attention devoted to
synthesis and properties of spherical particles sp of hydrogels and their
medico biological properties clinical use of sp radiopaque sp and their
preparation and properties morphological foundation of hydrogels use for
vascular occlusion antitumor agents methotrexate containing poly hema
hydrogels and poly hema with intensified haemostatic activity as a new
embolic materials the volume has very important information about
pharmacological premises of the creation of new antitumor preparations of
the class of nitrosoalkylurea and investigation of new mechanism of e coli
resistance to alkylation damages induced by no donation agent a quasi
adaptive response it also includes information about biological activity of
different enzymes in process of oxidation in vivo and in vitro investigation of
the properties of lipids in plants and in animals some chapters deal with
pharmacological criterions for new antitumor drugs using of tocopherols as
bioantioxidants in vitro and in vivo creation of new equipment for chemical



engineering investigation of enzyme reactions thermodegradation and
combustion of polymers and polymer composites formation of char during of
combustion molecular design and reactivity of some chemical compounds
problems of pethrochemistry preparation and modification of microparticles
investigation of antioxidants in food products chemistry of rubber and
formation of carbon nanostructures several chapters include very important
information about application of electron spin resonance techniques for
investigation of chemical and biochemical reactions

Essentials of Carbohydrate Chemistry and
Biochemistry

2000-03-31

thisbe k lindhorst essentials of carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry
carbohydrates are probably nature s most common product plants and algae
biosynthesize millions of tons of them every year carbohydrates are stores of
energy and structural building blocks they are versatile enough to serve as
encoders of biological information and last but not least they are involved in
recognition processes at a molecular level research into carbohydrate and
glycoconjugate functions in cell to cell communication processes has even
created a new and rapidly developing field of study glycobiology thisbe k
lindhorst is one of the leading next generation scientists in the area of
carbohydrate research within her current book she presents a comprehensive
introduction to the fascinating world of carbohydrates in a lucid explicit
language she explains carbohydrate structures and the basic concepts of
saccharide chemistry and saccharide biochemistry with the same clarity she
spans the gap to the glycobiological aspects of modern glyco science sample
descriptions of research methods supplement the vital teaching text and open
an experienced scientist s bag of tricks required to synthesize and analyze
sugar derivatives easily and successfully this book offers valuable guidance
for students as well as for researchers working in chemistry biochemistry



and biomedicine reading it can help everyone become an expert in the field
of carbohydrate chemistry

Carbohydrate Chemistry and Biochemistry

2007

biotechnology has expanded to assume various hues red blue grey gold etc
and the very important white biotechnology both chemistry and
biochemistry come into play in all these colours of biotechnology this book is
an effort at a bringing clarity to the interface between the so called basic
sciences and the ways these interfaces segue to biotechnology b discussing an
eclectic mix of phenomena which need more attention by biotechnologists
than generally available in the present books and c identifying a few
approaches areas which show clear potential to occupy centre stage in
biotechnology biocatalysis is at the heart of a major component of
biotechnology so many books discuss enzyme kinetics none provides a check
list to guide us about obtaining high quality data or judging the soundness of
the available data robust biocatalysts allow working with even gaseous phases
at high temperatures enzymes can be also tailored by bio imprinting
obtaining robust enzymes from extremophiles or exploiting marine microbial
resources is also covered combinatorial processes rather than rational synthesis
have led to identifying protein ligand specificities via high throughput
screening methods understanding birth and death of proteins has led to our
being able to manipulate protein homeostasis a key phenomenon associated
with the health of an organism even nanomaterials can have chirality
quantum dots are part of powerful fluorescence based methods for imaging
cellular processes the smart phone is likely to become an integral part of
health and nutrition aspects as integrated part of biosensors



Some Key Topics in Chemistry and Biochemistry
for Biotechnologists

2023

the maillard reaction chemistry biochemistry and implications provides a
comprehensive treatise on the maillard reaction this single author volume
covers all aspects of the maillard reaction in a uniform coordinated and up to
date manner the maillard reaction chemistry biochemistry and implications
will be welcomed as an important publication for both new and experienced
researchers who are involved in solving the mysteries and complexities of
maillard chemistry and biochemistry it will also appeal to students university
lecturers and researchers in a variety of fields including food science
nutrition biochemistry medicine pharmacology toxicology and soil science
book jacket

The Maillard Reaction

2005

essential biochemistry 5th edition is comprised of biology pre med and allied
health topics and presents a broad but not overwhelming base of biochemical
coverage that focuses on the chemistry behind the biology this revised
edition relates the chemical concepts that scaffold the biology of biochemistry
providing practical knowledge as well as many problem solving
opportunities to hone skills key concepts and concept review features help
students to identify and review important takeaways in each section

The Carbohydrates

1970



phycotoxins are a diverse group of poisonous substances produced by certain
seaweed and algae in marine and fresh waters and are important to the
scientific community for many reasons the most obvious being that they pose
food safety issues which requires a large investment to regularly monitor the
presence of these compounds in foods phycotoxins chemistry and
biochemistry second edition presents the most updated information available
on phycotoxins major emphases are given to chemistry and biochemistry
while origins mechanism of action toxicology and analytical methodology are
also covered since the publication of the first edition there have been major
advances in the science of marine and aquatic toxins as well as advances in
toxicology analytical chemistry and pharmacology this fully revised and
updated edition includes several new chapters including those on ciguatoxins
pinnatoxin ichthyotoxins as well as new chapters on food safety control of
marine toxins climate change and water toxins and microalgae as a source of
nutraceuticals the book will be of interest to toxicologists marine food and
plant scientists as well as researchers and academics in the areas of food
science medicine public health toxicology pharmacology and marine biology

Essential Biochemistry

2021-03-23

principles of biochemistry with a human focus study guide and problem book

An Introduction to the Chemistry and
Biochemistry of Fatty Acids and Their Glycerides

1968

biochemistry the chemical reactions of living cells is a well integrated up to
date reference for basic chemistry and underlying biological phenomena
biochemistry is a comprehensive account of the chemical basis of life



describing the amazingly complex structures of the compounds that make up
cells the forces that hold them together and the chemical reactions that allow
for recognition signaling and movement this book contains information on
the human body its genome and the action of muscles eyes and the brain
thousands of literature references provide introduction to current research as
well as historical background contains twice the number of chapters of the
first edition each chapter contains boxes of information on topics of general
interest

Phycotoxins

2016-03-02

the tenth edition of general organic and biochemistry is designed to help
undergraduate health related majors understand key concepts and appreciate
the significant connections between chemistry health disease and the
treatment of disease this text continues to strike a balance between theoretical
and practical chemistry while emphasising material that is unique to health
related studies it has been written at a level intended for students whose
professional goals do not include a mastery of chemistry but for whom an
understanding of the principles and practice of chemistry is a necessity
designed for a one or two semester course this text has an easy to follow
problem solving pedagogy vivid illustrations and engaging applications

Principles of Biochemistry

2002

chemistry biochemistry and biology of 1 3 beta glucans and related
polysaccharides presents a comprehensive systematic and authoritative
survey of information about a family of chemically related but functionally
diverse naturally occurring polysaccharides the 1 3 glucans international
contributors describe the chemical and physicochemical properties of these



glucans and their derivatives and the molecular biological and structural
aspects of the enzymes involved in their formation and breakdown a detailed
analysis of their physiological roles in the various biological situations in
which they are found will be provided additionally evolutionary
relationships among the family of these glucans will be described topics of
medical relevance include detailing the glucans interactions with the
immune system and research for cancer therapy applications resource links
allow scientists to explore additional beta glucan research separate indexes
divided into species and subject for enhanced searchability

Biochemistry

2001

over two decades have passed since the fifth edition of phosphorus chemistry
biochemistry and technology major advances in chemistry materials science
electronics and medicine have expanded and clarified the role of phosphorus
in both our everyday appliances and groundbreaking research significantly
expanded updated and reorganized this sixth edition organizes and explains
vital phosphorus research and relevant information available in highly
specialized reviews and references on select related topics an authoritative
and comprehensive review of phosphorus chemistry and related technology
phosphorus chemistry biochemistry and technology covers historical
academic industrial agricultural military biological and medical aspects of
phosphorous furthermore it offers a starting point for more extended studies
of the highly specialized branches of phosphorus chemistry although this
book deals with a small fraction of the 106 known phosphorus compounds it
thoroughly covers the simpler derivatives and most key compounds of
economic sociological and biological importance extensively updated and
expanded with tables figures equations structural formulae and references it
is ideal for scientists in related fields seeking a rapid introduction to
phosphorus chemistry



Safety in the Chemistry and Biochemistry
Laboratory

1994

this monograph which is the outcome of the asi on high pressure chemistry
biochemistry and materials science illustrates new developments in the field
of high pressure science in fact for chemists biochemists and materials
scientists pressure as an experimental variable represents a tool which
provides unique information about systems of materials studied it is
interesting to note how the growth of the high pressure field is also reflected
in the content of the recent asi s dealing with this field the asi high pressure
chemistry held in 1977 was followed by the asi high pressure chemistry and
biochemistry held in 1986 and the coverage of the present asi also includes
applications to materials science in view of the teaching character of the asi it
is natural that main contributions to this volume present overviews of the
different subfields or applications of high pressure research in contrast
contributed papers offer more specialized aspects of various high pressure
studies the various contributions to this volume make clear the impressive
range of fundamental and applied problems that can be studied by high
pressure techniques and also point towards a major growth of high pressure
science and technology in the near future this asi focused mainly on advances
achieved in the six years since the previous asi devoted to the high pressure
field the organization of this volume is as follows

GENERAL, ORGANIC and BIOCHEMISTRY 10E

2019

the second edition of structure in protein chemistry showcases the latest
developments and innovations in the field of protein structure analysis and
prediction the book begins by explaining how proteins are purified and



describes methods for elucidating their sequences of amino acids and defining
their posttranslational modifications comprehensive explanations of
crystallography and of noncovalent forces ionic interactions hydrogen
bonding and the hydrophobic effect act as a prelude to an exhaustive
description of the atomic details of the structures of proteins the resulting
understanding of protein molecular structure forms the basis for discussions of
the evolution of proteins the symmetry of the oligomeric associations that
produce them and the chemical mathematical and physical basis of the
techniques used to study their structures the latter include image
reconstruction nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy proton exchange
optical spectroscopy electrophoresis covalent cross linking chemical
modification immunochemistry hydrodynamics and the scattering of light x
radiation and neutrons these procedures are applied to study the folding of
polypeptides and the assembly of oligomers biological membranes and their
proteins are also discussed structure in protein chemistry second edition
bridges the gap between introductory biophysical chemistry courses and
research literature it serves as a comprehensive textbook for advanced
undergraduates and graduate students in biochemistry biophysics and
structural and molecular biology professionals engaged in chemical
biochemical and molecular biological research will find it a useful reference

Chemistry, Biochemistry, and Biology of 1-3 Beta
Glucans and Related Polysaccharides

2009-07-07

contiene molecular to rings studded with jewels why nature orefers
heterocycles heterocycles and hereditary information enzymes coenzymes
and vitamins heterocycles and bioenergetics heterocycles and photosynthesis
heterocycles and health heterocycles in agriculture heterocycles in industry
and technology modern trends and prospects of development the origin of
heterocycles conclusion



Phosphorus

2013-01-07

the fourth edition of general organic and biochemistry is designed to help
undergraduate health related majors and students of all other majors
understand key concepts and appreciate the significant connections between
chemistry health disease and the treatment of disease this text strikes a
balance between theoretical and practical chemistry while emphasizing
material that is unique to health related studies

High Pressure Chemistry, Biochemistry and
Materials Science

2006-11-01

this successful text provides students majoring in biochemistry chemistry
biology and related fields with a modern and complete experience in
experimental biochemistry its unique two part organization offers flexibility
to accommodate various requirements of the course and allows students to
reference detailed theory sections for clarification during labs part i theory
and experimental techniques provides in depth theoretical discussion
organized around important techniques a valuable reference for instructors
and students it s particularly useful to instructors who prefer to use their
own customized experiments part ii experiments offers optimum flexibility
through 15 tested experiments designed to accommodate the capabilities of
laboratories and students at most four year schools alternate methods are
suggested and labs may be divided into manageable hour segments



Structure in Protein Chemistry

1997-06-04

the organic chemistry of enzyme catalyzed reactions is not a book on
enzymes but rather a book on the general mechanisms involved in chemical
reactions involving enzymes an enzyme is a protein molecule in a plant or
animal that causes specific reactions without itself being permanently altered
or destroyed this is a revised edition of a very successful book which appeals
to both academic and industrial markets illustrates the organic mechanism
associated with each enzyme catalyzed reaction makes the connection
between organic reaction mechanisms and enzyme mechanisms compiles the
latest information about molecular mechanisms of enzyme reactions
accompanied by clearly drawn structures schemes and figures includes an
extensive bibliography on enzyme mechanisms covering the last 30 years
explains how enzymes can accelerate the rates of chemical reactions with
high specificity provides approaches to the design of inhibitors of enzyme
catalyzed reactions categorizes the cofactors that are appropriate for catalyzing
different classes of reactions shows how chemical enzyme models are used for
mechanistic studies describes catalytic antibody design and mechanism
includes problem sets and solutions for each chapter written in an informal
and didactic style

Heterocycles in Life and Society

2003-03

this new foundations of general organic and biochemistry is designed to help
undergraduate health related majors and students of all other majors
understand key concepts and appreciate the significant connections between
chemistry health disease and the treatment of disease foundations just like its
parent text strikes a balance between theoretical and practical chemistry



while emphasizing material that is unique to health related studies
foundations of general organic and biochemistry is designed for the one
semester allied health chemistry course this text has an easy to follow
problem solving approach vivid illustrations and engaging applications
including timely chemistry at the crime scene applications with for further
understanding questions that follow to help the students think through what
they just read the art program engaging and thought provoking questions
problems and discussion topics is what will make this book appealing to
students and instructors alike

General, Organic, and Biochemistry

1993-01-01

voets principles of biochemistry global edition addresses the enormous
advances in biochemistry particularly in the areas of structural biology and
bioinformatics it provides a solid biochemical foundation that is rooted in
chemistry to prepare students for the scientific challenges of the future new
information related to advances in biochemistry and experimental approaches
for studying complex systems are introduced notes on a variety of human
diseases and pharmacological effectors have been expanded to reflect recent
research findings while continuing in its tradition of presenting complete and
balanced coverage this global edition includes new pedagogy and enhanced
visuals that provide a clear pathway for student learning 4e de couverture

Insect Lipids

2000

no detailed description available for comprehensive b12



Modern Experimental Biochemistry

2002-02-28

this innovative split version of introduction to organic and biochemistry gives
students a solid foundation of the chemistry of the human body consistently
demonstrating that a strong background in molecular structure and properties
leads to better understanding of biochemical interactions the strength of this
book is its readability and its application to normal human biochemical
pathways as well as its discussion of biochemical conditions present in diseases
this textbook is identical to the longer book by this author called general
organic and biochemistry with these exceptions it contains fewer chapters
and those chapters are numbered differently than they are in the longer
book owl does not have a separate course with the ebook or without ebook
for the shorter book so links on this page to purchase access will take you to
the longer book important notice media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version

Organic Chemistry of Enzyme-Catalyzed Reactions,
Revised Edition-

2008

this book puts hydrogen sulfide in context with other gaseous mediators such
as nitric oxide and carbon monoxide reviews the available mechanisms for its
biosynthesis and describes its physiological and pathophysiological roles in a
wide variety of disease states hydrogen sulfide has recently been discovered
to be a naturally occurring gaseous mediator in the body over a relatively
short period of time this evanescent gas has been revealed to play key roles
in a range of physiological processes including control of blood vessel caliber
and hence blood pressure and in the regulation of nerve function both in the



brain and the periphery disorders concerning the biosynthesis or activity of
hydrogen sulfide may also predispose the body to disease states such as
inflammation cardiovascular and neurological disorders interest in this novel
gas has been high in recent years and many research groups worldwide have
described its individual biological effects moreover medicinal chemists are
beginning to synthesize novel organic molecules that release this gas at
defined rates with a view to exploiting these new compounds for therapeutic
benefit

Foundations of General, Organic, and Biochemistry

2018

Voet's Principles of Biochemistry

1987

Comprehensive B12

1973

Introduction to the Chemistry of Life

2019

Chemistry and Biochemistry of Flavoenzymes

2009-01-08



Introduction to Organic and Biochemistry

2016-10-15

Chemistry, Biochemistry and Pharmacology of
Hydrogen Sulfide
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